THE CONTACTS OF CIVILIZATIONS
THE EVOLUTION OF FRENCH  IDEAS
The Protectorate
Indo-China has proved to be a great school in colonization, where
France has tried successively and simultaneously all possible
In Cochin-China and Tonkin a military conquest has been
by direct administration: in Annam and Cambodia France has suffered
the inconveniences with the reality of annexation, and been
in a policy of force so that, until very recently, a Protectorate	in
name only. The surface of Laos has, as yet, not really been scratched
by administrative or economic penetration. The Indo-Chinese Union
offers a unique field for study of the various stages of colonization,
whose variety even includes different administrations for three coun-
tries of the same civilization.
These variations have not been intentional* but are the	of
circumstances often contrary to the governmental will. Historical
permitted a fuller penetration of Cochin-China, for example,         of
Cambodia, despite the ktter's wish to have a Protectorate. And
in Cochin-China the Admirals wanted to install a Protectorate in the
full sense of the word, but practical necessities arising	the with-
drawal of the native mandarinate made a retention of the French
Officer-Inspectors imperative. To be sure the force of these
stances  was abetted  by the contemporary French tread
assimilation. The rebirth of republican ideals after 1870	a
reassertion of the equality of man,, despite apparent	in
colour aad evolution; of the superiority of the civil ewer the
and of the living unity of France with her empire. The	for
institutions, which had been the costly	by the         wtr
in Tonkin, was forgottea or ignored by the	civil
Differences between an Occidental and an
expected to melt away in the fires of brotherly love,
would arise aa Indo-Chinese phoenix	in the	of
the mother country. If the	of the
not been tempered by economic exploitation, the
might have been less confusing.
The absence of a native	m. CocMii-CMitt
positively invited direct wshmm^^xm. In	the
wide open. Ttnere were w>	fcy tte
French* no Scholar doss, nor deeply rooted	A
population in a rick miexploited country
aft

